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"This book is a vital compendium of chapters on the latest research within the field of distributed computing, capturing trends in the design
and development of Internet and distributed computing systems that leverage autonomic principles and techniques"--Provided by publisher.
Providing a detailed overview of the policy, law, and regulation of telecommunications in South Africa, this guide explores important
regulatory topics, including licensing, interconnection, and facilities leasing, and examines economics, technologies, and the Electronic
Communications and Transactions Act.
Based on the work of the African Copyright and Access to Knowledge (ACA2K) research network, this book describes the legal and practical
issues posed by copyright for access to learning materials in eight countries in Africa—Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal,
South Africa and Uganda. It identifies the policies and practices that would broaden this access.
These proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 16th International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security (ICCWS 2021),
hosted by joint collaboration of Tennessee Tech Cybersecurity Education, Research and Outreach Center (CEROC), Computer Science
department and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee on 25-26 February 2021. The Conference Co-Chairs are Dr. Juan Lopez Jr,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, and Dr. Ambareen Siraj, Tennessee Tech’s Cybersecurity Education, Research and Outreach
Center (CEROC), and the Program Chair is Dr. Kalyan Perumalla, from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee.
Managing Tourism in South Africa equips students as well as practitioners with a combination of industry-specific knowledge and general
managerial skills needed to succeed. It explores the fundamental business management aspects of tourism including law, management,
human resource management,marketing, finance, and shows how the industry is structured. This book meets the need for a good South
African book pitched at the right level on this subject. The book has a southern African focus and is made accessible to students through the
use of South African examples and case studies.
Although the 1980 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) is one of the most successful
international conventions to date, it remains the case that those involved in the international sale of goods must refer to a multitude of laws.
Indeed the CISG itself does not cover all issues relating to international sales contracts, so it must necessarily be supplemented by domestic
law. Global Sales and Contract Law provides a truly comparative analysis of domestic laws in over sixty countries so as to deliver a global
view of domestic and international sales law. The book reports on the real practice of sales law, taking into account present day problems.
Complex questions on the obligations under a sales contract, the ways in which these are established, as well as the remedies following the
breach of obligations, are all discussed. By addressing regional uniform projects, like OHADA, and comparing differences in domestic legal
approach where the CISG would not apply, the work goes beyond existing commentaries which tend to focus only on the CISG. The analysis
has been based on an unprecedented survey drawn from the world's top fifty companies as well as international traders, lawyers advising
international traders, arbitral institutions, arbitrators, and law schools. This work encompasses all aspects of a sale of goods transaction and
takes a wide view of sale by including general contract law. The book gives practitioners invaluable insight into judicial trends and possible
solutions in different legal systems, whether preparing for litigation or drafting an international contract. Global Sales and Contract Law is the
most comprehensive and thorough compilation of legal analysis in the field of the sale of goods and is a reliable source for any practitioner
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dealing in international commerce.
Cyberlaw @ SA IIIThe Law of the Internet in South AfricaCyberlaw @ SA IIIThe Law of the Internet in South AfricaCyberlaw @ SA IIThe Law
of the Internet in South AfricaVan Schaik Publishers
This book introduces readers to several ethical theories that enable journalists to recognize, analyze, and evaluate ethical situations--and to
make responsible decisions for the right reasons. Drawing on the most important media codes of conduct in South Africa, it sets out and
discusses ten common ethical denominators, and includes five South African case studies.
CyberLaw provides a comprehensive guide to legal issues which have arisen as a result of the growth of the Internet and World Wide Web.
As well as discussing each topic in detail, the book includes extensive coverage of the relevant cases and their implications for the future.
The book covers a wide range of legal issues, including copyright and trademark issues, defamation, privacy, liability, electronic contracts,
taxes, and ethics. A comprehensive history of the significant legal events is also included.
a great resource anywhere you go; it is an easy tool that has just the words you want and need! The entire dictionary is an alphabetical list of
Law words with definitions. This eBook is an easyto- understand guide to Law terms for anyone anyways at any time. usa ka dakung
kapanguhaan bisan asa ka moadto; kini usa ka sayon nga himan nga adunay mga pulong lamang nga imong gusto ug gikinahanglan! Ang
tibuok nga diksyonaryo usa ka lista sa alpabetiko sa mga pulong sa Balaod nga adunay mga kahulugan. Ang kini nga eBook usa ka sayon
nga pagsabut nga giya sa mga termino sa Balaod alang sa bisan kinsa bisan unsang panahon.
The book explores global governance, its rules, and institutions at large, and provides analysis on some of the most salient global challenges
today.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th IFIP TC 9 International Conference on Human Choice and Computers, HCC12
2016, held in Salford, UK, in September 2016. The 26 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 34
submissions. The papers deal with the constantly evolving intimate relationship between humans and technology. They focus on three main
themes: ethics, communications, and futures.

This edition of Cyberlaw@SA was written by 15 practicing experts from the legal, academic and accounting professions.
This proceedings book is the fourth edition of a series of works which features emergent research trends and recent
innovations related to smart city presented at the 5th International Conference on Smart City Applications SCA20 held in
Safranbolu, Turkey. This book is composed of peer-reviewed chapters written by leading international scholars in the
field of smart cities from around the world. This book covers all the smart city topics including Smart Citizenship, Smart
Education, Smart Mobility, Smart Healthcare, Smart Mobility, Smart Security, Smart Earth Environment & Agriculture,
Smart Economy, Smart Factory and Smart Recognition Systems. This book contains a special section intended for
Covid-19 pandemic researches. This book edition is an invaluable resource for courses in computer science, electrical
engineering and urban sciences for sustainable development.
a great resource anywhere you go; it is an easy tool that has just the words you want and need! The entire dictionary is
an alphabetical list of Law words with definitions. This eBook is an easyto- understand guide to Law terms for anyone
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anyways at any time. skvelý zdroj kamko?vek idete; je to jednoduchý nástroj, ktorý má len slová, ktoré chcete a
potrebujete! Celý slovník je abecedný zoznam zákonných slov s definíciami. Táto eKniha je ?ahko pochopite?ná príru?ka
k zákonným podmienkam pre kohoko?vek kedyko?vek a kedyko?vek.
The internet is established in most households worldwide and used for entertainment purposes, shopping, social
networking, business activities, banking, telemedicine, and more. As more individuals and businesses use this essential
tool to connect with each other and consumers, more private data is exposed to criminals ready to exploit it for their gain.
Thus, it is essential to continue discussions involving policies that regulate and monitor these activities, and anticipate
new laws that should be implemented in order to protect users. Cyber Law, Privacy, and Security: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications examines current internet and data protection laws and their impact on user
experience and cybercrime, and explores the need for further policies that protect user identities, data, and privacy. It
also offers the latest methodologies and applications in the areas of digital security and threats. Highlighting a range of
topics such as online privacy and security, hacking, and online threat protection, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for IT specialists, administrators, policymakers, researchers, academicians, and upper-level students.
Ethical values in computing are essential for understanding and maintaining the relationship between computing
professionals and researchers and the users of their applications and programs. While concerns about cyber ethics and
cyber law are constantly changing as technology changes, the intersections of cyber ethics and cyber law are still
underexplored. Investigating Cyber Law and Cyber Ethics: Issues, Impacts and Practices discusses the impact of cyber
ethics and cyber law on information technologies and society. Featuring current research, theoretical frameworks, and
case studies, the book will highlight the ethical and legal practices used in computing technologies, increase the
effectiveness of computing students and professionals in applying ethical values and legal statues, and provide insight on
ethical and legal discussions of real-world applications.
This book critically evaluates the current copyright law system in a digital environment from a comparative perspective.
Since many developing countries modelled their copyright laws on more advanced jurisdictions, they have not benefitted
from such a law as much as intended due to their inherently embedded social economic conditions. Moreover, the
copyright law system has been under constant challenges from rapidly developing digital technology and the Internet. All
in all, there is a pressing need for developing countries to reevaluate their copyright law in light of their national needs,
the developmental stage of their economy, their culture and tradition, and their legal system. The book poses the
question of whether copyright law should be reformed to fulfill its fundamental purpose of serving education and research
that are in the public interest in the digital era? It examines whether the legal frameworks adequately address developing
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countries’ educational and research requirements in view of the opportunities and restrictions posed by electronic
communication media. Further, it provides a comprehensive study that addresses the various critical issues relevant to
the reform of the copyright law system and offers recommendations for developing countries to revamp their copyright
law system to better serve their education and research sector.
The rapid development of information communication technologies (ICTs) is having a profound impact across numerous
aspects of social, economic, and cultural activity worldwide, and keeping pace with the associated effects, implications,
opportunities, and pitfalls has been challenging to researchers in diverse realms ranging from education to competitive
intelligence.
The recent introduction of the Consumer Protection Act revolutionised consumer rights in South Africa. It also
fundamentally altered the way in which businesses are required to treat their clients, imposing a new set of obligations or at least a formalised set of responsibilities - that had been easily circumnavigated or simply ignored before. Marketing
campaigns, returns policies, terms and conditions, quality issues, and a host of business practices had to be reviewed
and reappraised. Some businesses have done this, while many blithely continue as if nothing has changed, little
appreciating the risks of non-compliance and - perhaps more importantly - failing to appreciate that treating consumers
fairly is simply a sound business practice. This new work provides a comprehensive overview of consumer law - not just
the Act - in a way that follows the typical structure of consumer transactions. It serves to guide, educate and enlighten the
professional, the business person and the consumer alike. No business or professional adviser should be without it.
Written by a leading specialist in the field, it is simple, clear, comprehensive, authoritative and accessible.
This book examines how regulators and policymakers from nine different countries have dealt with Uber, and initiates a
legal dialogue between different jurisdictions that could potentially pave the way to a harmonized approach in regulating
Uber. The case studies, conducted in Brazil, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Spain, South Africa, Turkey, the UK and the US
reveal the case law and regulatory responses that have been adopted in various areas of law. Legal issues relevant to
Uber include market regulation, labor law, civil liability, consumer protection, unfair competition and antitrust law. The
book thus compares and contrasts the regulatory policy implications of the disruptive innovation created by Uber in the
area of transport services. The book starts with a conceptual overview of the legal challenges posed by Uber and
concludes with comparative findings based on the individual case studies. In addition to introducing academics and legal
practitioners to the theoretical and practical legal problems they may encounter in connection with Uber, the book will
especially appeal to policymakers, who can benefit from and compare the experiences of other jurisdictions.
Campbell (Center for International Legal Studies, Austria) presents 25 country reports (and one for the European Union)
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that were prepared in cooperation with the United Nations International Trade Law Commission (UNCITRAL) and provide
advice on how countries can modify their laws to become consistent with model laws promulgated by.
The International Sports Press Survey 2011 is a comparative study on the quality of sports reporting in print media. The
editors, Thomas Horky and Jörg-Uwe Nieland, present an analysis of data from 22 countries and add more specific
research in 14 selected country studies. The world’s largest study of its kind helps to identify similarities and differences
in sports reporting. The results are placed in the context of the print media crisis, and conclusions are drawn to deal with
the new challenges for sports journalism.
Designed to be a user-friendly, practical, interactive legal handbook about the internet and e-commerce. Although
primarily for use in South Africa reference is made to legal applications and precedents in the EU and USA. It has its own
web site.
"This book reports accounting and other information about business processes to assess performance. It discusses the impact of the IT
revolution on the accounting function, and indicates the process of IT investment, its advantages and limitations. It is a revolutionary
explanation of the purpose of IT investment and its role in organizations"--Provided by publisher.
This timely and important book illuminates the impact of cyber law on the growth and development of emerging and developing economies.
Using a strong theoretical framework firmly grounded in resource-based and technology diffusion literature, the authors convey a subtle
understanding of the ways public and private sector entities in developing and emerging countries adopt cyber space processes. This book
reveals that the diffusion of cyber activities in developing and emerging economies is relatively low, with the main stumbling blocks resting in
regulatory, cultural, and social factors. The authors argue that cyber crimes constitute a prime obstacle to the diffusion of e-commence and egovernments in developing economies, and governments have an important role in developing control mechanisms in the form of laws.
However, setting appropriate policies and complementary services, particularly those affecting the telecommunications sector and other
infrastructure, human capital and the investment environment, severely constrains Internet access. Using both strategic and operational
perspectives, the authors discuss the concrete experience of constructing and implementing cyber laws and cyber security measures in
developing and emerging countries, and analyse their content and appropriateness. Professionals, academics, students, and policymakers
working in the area of cyber space, e-commerce and economic development, and United Nations entities working closely with the Millennium
Development Goals, will find this book an invaluable reference.
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